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President’s Report by Janet Taylor
It’s here. The 2019/2020 Northumberland Photography Club’s new year.
Hi. I’m Janet Taylor, your NPC president, and I look forward to welcoming all our
members, past executive, new executive and volunteers to our first meeting on
September 9th. I hope you all had a great summer and that you are looking
forward to our regular meetings, slide shows, and club outings as the summer
season winds down, and autumn reveals new opportunities for photography.
As a former point and shoot photographer, I am just getting to grips with DLSR photography. Over the past year I took the
lessons our photography club and Donna Edmunds provided for new-to DSLR photographers. As I learn more about
photography, I want more from my photographs – better composition and better technical skills. I don’t always get it but, I
keep trying. My own travels this summer led me to the Gaspe – the peninsula along the south shore of the Saint Laurence
River that extends into the gulf of Saint Laurence. It is an area of contrasting landscapes, from bays and inlets to
mountains and forests. All of it is beautiful, and a photographer’s dream; you never know what vista will reveal itself just
around the corner of the winding highway.
We have an excellent line up of speakers this year. I know that for some members, some speakers can be a little
technical, but in my experience, I have taken in at least one tip that makes my photography a little better each time. Our
first speaker of the season will be Lydia Dotto whose subject is Antarctica Wild Life. See you in September. Janet

(photos by Janet Taylor)
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BIRD PHOTOGRAPHY
Moira Fenner
Bird photography can be an exciting and rewarding hobby. Here is some information on photographing birds which I hope
you will find helpful.

Equipment:
•
•

Minimum of 400mm lens, allowing the photographer to stay a safe and respectable distance from the subject
Camera body with a fast frames per second rate, good auto focus and capability to shoot with high ISO

Tips:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

Early morning and late afternoon light are best for photographing birds, who are more active at these times. Soft
light in front of a bird will provide a catch light in the eye.
Shooting Mode – recommend Manual Mode, which provides creative control. Some photographers prefer
Aperture Priority.
Drive Mode – recommend continuous shooting/burst mode. One frame in the burst may have better positioning of
the bird’s head/wings for example.
Focus Mode - recommend AI Servo mode for action photography
AF Point Selection – I use a single focal point and move as required, always on the bird’s eye closest to me.
Aperture – recommend shooting wide open in order to minimize any distractions in the background. There are
many variables that could be discussed here. If the background is far away from the bird, this gives the shooter
opportunity to close down the aperture to increase depth of field (i.e. wide open may be f/4 on your lens; you
could close down to f/6.3 or higher).
Shutter Speed – whether it’s shooting in low light or photographing birds in flight, bird photographers often find
themselves looking to increase shutter speed beyond what the metering provides.
o A minimum shutter speed with most birds in flight is 1/1000 second and higher for raptors
o Raising your camera’s ISO will allow the shutter speed to be increased but may introduce digital noise.
o Know your camera’s ISO capability and how high an ISO you are comfortable shooting with. There is
software available to eliminate digital noise.
If you have a home bird feeder, place a nice perch above the feeder. Birds will
typically land on the perch and drop down to the feeder. This is a good way to
eliminate any distractions in the background and allows you to select the branch to
use for your perch.
Practice with birds that are easy to approach, i.e. practice inflight gulls at the beach.
Where possible, photograph from the same level as the bird. For example, if you are
photographing ducks or shorebirds, get down low.
Think about composition as you would for a
landscape photograph. The Rule of Thirds works
well for bird images.
A story is important in a nature image particularly if you are submitting for
judging. Look to capture behavior and/or interaction between birds.
To receive reports on bird sightings you can subscribe to ONTBIRDS by
sending an email to: birdalert-request@ontbirds.ca with subscribe in the subject
header. These reports cover sightings across Ontario.

Most importantly, have fun!
(photos captured and submitted by Moira Fenner)
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Become a photographic leader
By Phil Norton
http://2020visionphotography.com
You will recall the last time I spoke to the Northumberland photography club, my presentation was entitled the
“Photographic Evolution”. I described the technological changes that have taken place in photography, especially over the
last 20 years, from film to digital to phones and drones. I also discussed the personal evolution of each photographer and
how our styles and visions change over time.
In the beginning we look at others’ work and try to emulate what we like. I was fortunate to grow up during the golden age
of magazine photojournalism—Life and National Geographic—and incorporated the reportage style into my work.
Painters learn by copying the works of the masters, developing techniques of colours and strokes, but at some point we
wean ourselves off of copying, and strike out with an original way of seeing and recording our little piece of the world.
When I lead my photography group trips, whether it’s locally or to far away destinations, I take participants to locations
and in seasons when I know there are great images to be had. In some ways I give away the best of my own portfolio.
Same with popular photography workshops that take you to see the polar bears or puffins. You pay to get pictures that
hundreds of other people have already taken. Certain parts of the world have become meccas for photographers to make
superb images and now we are weary of the same old thing, think: Icelandic waterfalls and American desert arches
painted with flashlights.
Someone invented the spinning Brillo pad on fire and now that’s been copied a zillion times. HDR and super-saturation
and Photoshop filters are valuable tools, but alone the unique story you have to tell.
Without sounding like a negative rant, let me put this to you as a challenge for personal development—to find your own
vision, your personal style and to become a leader rather than a paint-by-number follower.
Your photographic art depends on much more than your equipment and knowing exposure settings. For nature and
landscape it’s about going out frequently, often to the same place, knowing the habits of your subject, observing weather
patterns and sky light cycles, and trekking off the beaten trail to scout out new discoveries.
This year certain locations of wildlife have been well publicized in social media and we all made the pilgrimage to get that
shot of a fox den or a heron rookery; everyone posted their version of dark looming storm clouds over Lake Ontario.
I know it sounds funny from me who leads photography workshops as a career to
encourage my followers to become leaders, not a good business formula. But I
have been rewarded over the years to see photographers that went on my trips
and heard me preach, who now plan trips and photography projects on their own
and go with friends they met on our photography adventures together.
Becoming a leader does not necessarily mean you have to teach or lead group
trips. You can lead as an artist
with an original style and by
choosing long-term projects that
have an impact, tell a story, and
make a difference in how people
think and act. Right now our world
needs an awareness about conserving wildlife, forests and wetlands as
well as a number of other social and political issues that need to be
shown by an unbiassed and compassionate media. Historically, artists
and photojournalists have changed society as much as the heads of
government. So, as our collective 2020 vision for the coming year, let’s
break away from copy-cat photography and move towards purposeful
photography. Phil Norton www.countyoutings.com
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Featured Photographer Questionnaire
Three times a year our newsletter, The Monitor, will feature a specific member of our club. The purpose of this is to
broaden our familiarity with the individuals within our membership and to promote their photography. You have been
asked to be our Featured Photographer for the Winter, 2019 edition. The attached questionnaire indicates what we would
like you to tell us about yourself. Please email this to patcalder12@gmail.com by Feb. 15, 2019 along with 16 – 20
images as attachments. Please include a head ‘n shoulder photo of yourself and another of you actually capturing images.
The remaining 14 - 16 of your photographs should be a selection of what you most enjoy shooting. Numbering your
photos makes it easier for the editor to know where to include them in your photo essay. The Featured Photographer
sections in our last few newsletters are excellent examples to follow. Please limit your essay to 500 w.

NPC Featured Photographer: Allan Short
Name: Allan Short
Place of birth: Cobourg.
Residential area: I grew up in Port Darlington, south of Bowmanville, down
by the lake.
Occupation: I am now retired. I was a print estimator in the printing industry.

What places have you travelled to? Several islands in the Caribbean where I used to scuba dive, Iceland twice,
46 of the continental US States and 8 of Canada’s provinces. I hope to add 2 more provinces and 3 more states
this coming fall.
What are your favorite hobbies/pastimes? Scuba diving that I used to do, reading, and listening to music, which
I need to do more of, and photography.
When/how did you develop an interest in photography? I took a road trip in 2010 out to Jellystone no,
Yellowstone, drove around taking pictures all over the place not really thinking what I was doing. On the way
back while downloading that days’ shots I came across a shot of
Orange Mond that was really, and I do mean, really good. I thought if
I knew what I was doing I might be able to take better pictures. So, I
joined a camera club to learn more about photography and how to
create the images that I see in my mind.
Orange Mond
When and where do you do most of your image capturing? That is an
interesting question. As to when, when most photographers do not
want to go out. You know, when it is “too” something, as in too early,
late, far, wet, cold, etc. Those are the best times to shoot. Most of my
shots are within 45 minutes to 1-1/2 hours of Cobourg.
What are your favorite subjects to photograph? Raindrops on roses and whiskers on kittens. Bright copper
kettles and warm woolen mittens. Oops! Wrong favorite things! Now that damn song is going to run rampant
through my mind the rest of the day. I like landscape photography the most, not showing it as it is, but as it
appears in my mind. That usually means deep rich colours or at times in B&W. It all depends on the feel that
the image is giving me. Did I also say a really, good dramatic sky? You can do so much when you get one. I
also enjoy shooting buildings, both inside and out, especially shooting inside churches, which can be such a
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pain when having to deal with all the stain glass, and just the sheer size. I get kind of warm and fuzzy inside
when is all comes together. I hear the music and see the dance in my head, and I know that I am going to create
a great image.
Tell us about an amusing, or memorable event related to photography, or the ‘best’ photographic moment you have
experienced.
Well, there are several moments. One was in Iceland. Our van was following the lead vehicle doing about 100K/h.

Sitting in the back, I was taking shots through the side window when I saw something out of the corner of my eye. I turned
and fired off 3 shots. Later, after
downloading them, I realized that I had
something here. It did not look
anywhere near as it does now. The
final image is where it took me in my
mind. That shot I named Desolation.

Desolation

Another image I called: Fire on the Mountain. I was in Death Valley, driving on this road. No trail, no track, no wheel
marks and, oh, did I say it was only one way? So, I get to a spot that has a great view of the valley below, set up the
camera, take some shots and then I saw where the light is happening now.
However, I needed to be down there. Down there is about a half mile down a steep grade, ruts, small boulders and such.
So, I throw everything back into the JEEP and off I go like a
mad man, doing about 35km an hour where I should be
doing about 5km. Good thing I did not have the trailer
attached!

Fire On The Mountain
So, I get to the bottom and it is happening. I jump out, grab
my camera with its rented 45mm PC-E lens, take the shots,
which turned out soft, as the shutter is too slow. Reset, try
again, better. Now that I have calmed down, I set the tripod up, and do it slowly. Got some great shots that will be put
together in Photoshop. Later, in Photoshop, I double process the image, once for the sky and once for the mountain. You
can notice a sharp, dark band along the bottom of the photo. This is because, being late in the afternoon, the shadow
from the canyon wall is visible about 200 ft behind me and as the sun was setting it was just peeking beneath the heavy
clouds to the west.
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Pine In Snow
The last image was Pine in Snow. We had a heavy snowfall and it was
still snowing. So, I went for a drive, turned down a road about 1-1/2km
to the east of me, and there was the tree. I rolled down the window and
took some shots then continued to tour the roads just to see what I
could find.
One last thing about those 3 shots: it was being in the right place, at
the right time, with my camera, more or less ready, and a whole lot of
support from the photography angles.

In point form, please list the camera and lens you favour or use most frequently:
-Nikon D850.
-Nikon D90 backup.
-Nikon D70 converted to IR with a 18-70mm 3.5-4.5G because the IR focus is tuned to this lens.
Nikkor 28-70mm f/3.5-45D. A sweet little gem, on the camera 60% of the time. Back in 1991, it cost about
$260US.Now you can buy it for about $80.00 or less.
-70-300mm_f/4.5-5.6G VR another great lens, low cost and one of only a few “bang for your buck” lens from Nikko.r
-200-500mm f/5.6E VR, the other bang for your buck lens
-16-35mm f/4 this lens I use mostly for landscape and until now inside of buildings
-28mm f/2.8D a great astronomy lens as it is sharp for edge to edge
-45mm f/2.8D PC-E I just got this lens. It will become my main landscape lens once I get use to the shift and tilt
functions. It is also manual focus.
I also use a number of neutral density and graduated neutral density filters, by Lee, for my landscape work.
One last item is a Reenhancing Filter. If you like landscape or flowers then you’ve got to get one of these filters. It just
makes the colours pop! with no post processing of the shot. Tiffen is about the only supplier where you can still get
these filters. I put mine on in the summer and maybe take it off in winter.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

From the Outings Director… by Sandra Peters
Joining in outings is a great way to get to know other members, share your photography skills, learn from others in an
informal manner, expand your photographic repertoire and enjoy some social interaction.
The Outings Committee will be meeting soon to plan events for the next few
months. If you would like to join us in planning outings, are willing to lead an
outing or workshop or if you have outing ideas that you would like us to
consider please contact Sandra Peters at
npcoutingsdirector@gmail.com. Planned outings will be listed on the NPC
website and the details about the outings will be found under the Newsflash
heading. An e-mail will also be sent to members regarding each outing. Two
photos per outing may be submitted to the Outings slideshow that is shown at
each meeting. Upcoming outings will be a trip to Lang Pioneer Village on
Wednesday August 28th and the rodeo at the Port Perry Fair on September 2nd
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“Read This if you Want to Take Great Photographs”
Author: Henry Carroll
Book Review submitted by Elisabeth La Fontane
As we enter a new “Academic Year” there are photographers who have joined NPC to
learn more about how to take their photography to the next level. Yes, we have members
who have exceeded their own aspirations and this could serve as a memory-jogger. I
hope, however, for the main part, this book will encourage the “newbies” in the Club.
Over the summer I read a couple of photography books by Henry Carroll. The one that I would recommend as a refresher
for the “old hats” in the Club and as a simple guide for those who are embarking on a journey with a new camera is “Read
This if you Want to Take Great Photographs”.
This is what Henry Carroll himself says about his book:
“Photography is now more popular than ever thanks to the rapid development of digital cameras. “Read This If You Want
to Take Great Photographs” is for this new wave of DSLR dabblers and users of compact system, and bridge cameras. It
contains no graphs, no techie diagrams and no camera club jargon. Instead, it inspires readers through iconic images and
playful copy packed with hands-on tips.
Split into five sections, the book covers composition, exposure, light, lenses, and seeing. Images taken by master
photographers – including Henri Cartier- Bresson, Sebastião Salgado, Fay Godwin, and Martin Parr – serve to illustrate
points and encourage readers to try out new ideas.
Today's aspiring photographers want immediacy and see photography as an affordable way of expressing themselves
quickly and creatively. This book answers that need, teaching readers how to take photographs using professional
techniques.”
I hope that some of you will read this book and keep it handy as a reminder of the “how, what, where and when” of taking
great photographs. Enjoy!
Elisabeth M. La Fontaine.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Adventures Of The Old Point & Shooter
By Russ Donaldson
Here’s a short story to illustrate that you don’t need an expensive camera to make great photographs
that will impress.
The bride & I recently had the pleasure of being invited to a fundraising dinner at a local residence.
As we entered, the hostess , whom I had never met before but who had obviously seen some of my
images somewhere, said, “I love your photographs - they’re wonderful; you must have a fantastic
expensive camera !”
Well, being a man of few words, I said nothing until dinner was finished. Then, during a lull in the
conversation, I quietly said to her, “that was a wonderful dinner, my dear. You must have a fantastic
stove ! ”.
The moral of the story.. … Don’t mess with the old point & shooter !
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The Last Page… By Larry Keeley
Under New Management.
August is a month of changes. People moving to new locations for schools and/or jobs,
settling into new housing accommodations or, in some cases, retiring and settling into a
well-earned rest period. It is a busy time of the year, involving huge numbers of people
and requiring many adaptations. So, too, it was for our club’s newsletter, The Monitor.
Many changes, meetings, phone calls and emails, all in the hopes of reviving our club’s
monthly newsletter.
Under new management, now, The Monitor is being produced by three people. They are: Patricia Calder,
Elisabeth M. La Fontane and, myself, Larry Keeley. I’m quick to point out that the lion’s share of the work of
publishing a newsletter is now being done by these two members. In fact, were it not for their encouragement I
likely would have shied away from taking another run at editing our newsletter.
Patricia and Elisabeth will now be out beating the bushes, turning over rocks and stones and doing all sorts of
things in their efforts to find stories, photographs and whatever else they feel would be suitable material for our
monthly issues. Whatever they find they will dust off, polish and, then, send these items on to me. And all I
have to do is pop them into the newsletter. As I said above, they are doing the heavy work. This time it is now a
team effort and they make up two thirds of the team!
There are, however, several things you, our NPC members, can do to lighten the load Pat and Elisabeth are
carrying. First, of all, don’t hesitate to contact either of them with an idea you feel the Monitor Team could use
for the newsletter. If you are submitting written material, please use Times New Roman and font size # 12. Our
main reason for having a monthly newsletter is to educate and inform our members. Please don’t hesitate to
pass on to them anything you feel would assist Patricia and Elisabeth in these endeavours. Secondly, respond
with a positive nod of the head when either of them requests your participation in one way or another. Keep in
mind that producing our newsletter requires a group commitment and, that, in some small way, we can all help
to make it happen. We are all members of this team.
This is the start of a new season of monthly newsletters. It is hoped, and expected, that The Monitor will
improve in appearance and content as we continue our efforts. Working together, we can make it happen, to the
benefit of all!

